Rotations

Most diﬃcult material: Lots of vector cross-products…..

Part 1
Now we turn to rotational motion.
Our goal is to understand the general rotational motion of a rigid body under any combination
of applied forces.
Most important idea: Chasle’s theorem states that
Any displacement of a rigid body can be decomposed into two independent motions:
A single translation of the CM + a single rotation about the CM.
We already know how to handle translational motion.
For rotational motion, we start by considering a particle and then move on to systems of particles and
finally to rigid bodies.
Angular Momentum of a Particle
Formal definition: for a particle of momentum p⃗ and position vector r⃗ (both defined wrt some
coordinate system), its angular momentum L⃗ is defined as

Since its properties are so strange and we lack any intuition about its behavior, we will discuss this new
quantity in excruciating detail.

two vectors always define a unique plane

Direction: r⃗ and p⃗ determine a plane as shown (say the x-y plane)

use cylindrical-polar coordinates

So direction of angular momentum is perpendicular to plane containing two vectors r⃗ and p⃗.
What happens if the particle was moving in the opposite direction?
There is a so-called R(ight)H(and)-rule implied (as shown)
which follows from the mathematical rules

Now consider the geometry shown at the right:
where
and magnitude of angular momentum vector is L = r p sinφ as it should be.
Angular Momentum of a Particle Moving in a Straight Line
Considering the diagram
we have

A,B = origins

Thus,

So we find that angular momentum depends on choice of origin and that having a nonzero angular
momentum does not require rotational motion!
Example - Conical Pendulum
Consider a conical pendulum as illustrated
For point A, we have

The angular momentum wrt A is a constant vector!

For point B, we have

It points as shown in the diagram (at different times).
It is clearly not a constant vector!

Its magnitude is constant and equal to

It is always perpendicular to both p⃗ and r⃗B and this direction is changing as particle moves around circle.
If we think in terms of x−, y−, and z−components, the z−component is a constant but the x− and
y−components are not.
Why do we get this result?

What is different about points A and B?
in/out plane of motion

Torque
Let us now consider the time rate of change of the angular momentum.

definition

Same considerations about directions and magnitudes apply to torque as they did to angular momentum.
Direction of torque is perpendicular to plane containing two vectors r⃗ and F⃗ .
Example:
Consider the figure
RH-rule says that torque τ⃗1 = r⃗1 × F⃗ 1 points out of paper and
torque τ⃗2 = r⃗2 × F⃗ 2 points into paper (torques wrt to the
origin).
Torque and force are very different quantities.
Consider the three cases below.

We see that torque is always perpendicular to its associated force.
We also see that can have net nonzero torque when total force is zero and zero net torque when total
force is not zero.

The equation of motion for torque
—-> that if torque = 0, angular momentum is a constant vector, i.e., we have conservation of angular
momentum ... the 3rd of the great conservation laws of mechanics.
Real power of this statement will not be clear until we apply these new ideas to extended bodies made up
of many particles (instead of just a single particle).
Example: Consider a particle moving under the action of a central force
along radial line

We get

Hence the angular momentum of the particle is a constant vector if the force is central.
Since angular momentum starts off perpendicular to plane containing position and momentum vectors
and its direction must be constant, it remains perpendicular to this same plane for all time and hence for
great simplifications
all central forces the motion remains in that plane!
As we will see this is a very powerful tool!!!!
If we define direction perpendicular to plane (direction of angular momentum) as z-direction, then
Lz = constant,

Now as particle moves, in a time ∆ t , the position vector sweeps out area as shown

So we get

We have

This will later turn out to be one of Kepler’s laws for orbital motion!

Now we return to particle moving in straight line and conical pendulum examples and look at the
torque(s) involved.
We had

There is no torque about origin A due to this frictional force so L⃗ A is constant and = 0.
The torque about B is given by

As the block slows down, angular momentum direction does not change, but its magnitude decreases.
We have

as expected

Remember that we must always use the same origin for both the torque and the angular momentum.
For the conical pendulum we have a more complicated situation
Forces on mass M are tension T in string and its weight.
In vertical direction
T cos ↵

Mg = 0

no acceleration

Therefore, total (net) force on M is

Torque about A is = 0 (force and position vectors in same direction) and hence angular momentum about
A is constant (as we found earlier).

With respect to B, we have

It is tangent to the circular path (in the plane of motion).
Now we have from earlier
and it is easy to see that

and using
we get
sin ↵✓ˆ = ~⌧B

as required.
Torque Due to Gravity
Let us figure this out for a solid extended body from first principles.
Consider the situation shown:
The torque about the origin τ⃗ due to the jth element of mass is
see diagram

The total torque is the vector sum of all the individual torques.

Now the definition of the CM position is

Therefore,

This says that the torque due to gravity about any origin is

The shape or density of the body does not matter!!

Example:

A 3000 lb car is parked on a 30○ slope, facing uphill.

The center of mass of the car is halfway between the front and rear wheels and is 2 ft above the ground.
The wheels are 8 ft apart. Find the normal force exerted by the road on the front wheels and on the rear
wheels.

The system is in equilibrium.

and from the torque about the CM

or
We then have

Solving we get

Putting in numbers we get

We have from balanced forces

Part 2
Fixed Axis Rotation
Our discussion of rotational motion of rigid bodies will center mainly around a special case .... rotation
about a fixed axis.
Fixed axis here means that direction of axis is always in same direction .... that is, axis can translate,
but not change direction.
An example is a wheel rolling down road in a straight line without wobble or twisting.
We choose this fixed direction to be the z-axis.
We consider only rigid bodies ... this means that spatial relationships between all mass elements making
up body is fixed.
When rigid body rotates about an axis, every particle in body remains at a fixed distance from axis
(each moves in a circle).
Suppose we choose coordinate system shown,
where we have chosen origin of coordinate system to lie on axis of rotation.

We then have for jth particle in body (as it rotates about z-axis)

which gives a velocity vector in the correct direction as shown.
Note also that because the body is rigid, all particles making it
up will have the same angular velocity vector.
We then have the result that

In this case, we have
since the z-axis is the axis of rotation.

The distance from the origin is

The angular momentum of the jth particle is given by

Because the axis is fixed in direction during our discussions, we need only consider the z-component of
the angular momentum (the component along the axis of rotation).
That will change if the axis of rotation is not fixed (covered in a more advanced course).

Now the vectors ρ⃗j and v⃗j are perpendicular to each other and in the x-y plane as shown

and hence we can write

The z-component of the total angular momentum is the algebraic sum
of the z-components for all the particles

where

is a purely geometrical quantity called the moment of inertia.
I depends both on the distribution of mass and the location of the axis of rotation.
For a continuously distributed mass(rather than particles glued together), we replace the sum by an
integral to get

where μ is the density and dV is a volume element.
This can be complicated to evaluate for non-symmetrical bodies.
For bodies with a high degree of symmetry, however, evaluation of integral is straightforward.
Examples:
Uniform Thin Hoop
Since the hoop (shown) is thin,

we then have
density

Uniform Disk

A uniform disk as shown
is a collection of
thin hoops as
shown

This gives

It is less than the thin hoop. Why?
Uniform Thin Rod:

Assume axis is through center (perpendicular to rod as shown

Uniform Thin Rod:

Assume the axis at one end(perpendicular to rod) as shown

Sphere:

A sphere is a collection of thin disks.

Therefore we get

Parallel Axis Theorem disk
This theorem tells us moment of inertia I about
any axis provided we know the moment of inertia
I0 about a parallel axis through CM.
Consider moment of inertia of a body about an axis
(call it z-axis) as shown.
The vector from the z-axis to jth particle is
If CM is at
then perpendicular vector from z-axis is

and

Now
so that

X
j

~ ? )2
mj (~
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which is the parallel axis theorem.
Remember L is the separation between z-axis and a parallel axis through CM.
Dynamics of Pure Rotation about an Axis
Earlier we showed that motion of system of particles is simple to describe if we distinguish between
external forces and internal forces acting on particles.
Internal forces cancel by Newton’s 3rd law and momentum changes only because of external forces.
Leads to law of conservation of momentum – momentum of an isolated system is a constant vector.

What about rotational motion?
Can we distinguish between internal and external torques?
There is no way to prove that sum of internal torques is zero.
Newton’s laws are no help.
So must rely on experiment ... angular momentum of an isolated system has NEVER been observed to
change spontaneously which implies that sum of internal torques must always = 0.
So will assume that only external torques change angular momentum of a rigid body.
What does it mean to make this assumption? Let us see.
We are considering fixed axis rotation with no translation which is pure rotation.
Suppose we have a body rotating with angular velocity ω about z-axis.
From earlier we then have
The equation of motion
implies that

where
is called the angular acceleration.

We will use this equation in the same manner as we used Newton’s 2nd law

which has remarkable similarity.
Don’t be deceived into thinking, however, that motion generated by two different sets of equations will
be similar!
We can also derive the kinetic energy associated with the rotational motion.

Atwood’s Machine with Massive Pullies
Consider the pulley-mass arrangement.

The pulley now has a mass

The force diagrams are as shown

The equations of motion are:

In this simple case, each tension vector is perpendicular to its radius vector and hence

or we can use a sign convention related to sense of rotation.
In our equation, we have assumed torques in positive z-direction or out of paper are positive.
Also positive corresponds to torque that would cause CCW rotation.
Our definition of α above implies that α must be positive CCW.
There is a constraint relating a and α assuming rope does not slip.
Velocity of rope is velocity of a point on rim of the pulley or
which gives

We can now eliminate the tensions and the angular acceleration to get

For the disk
which gives
Simple Pendulum
Simple pendulum is shown

Using Newton’s laws, we have these equations of motion:

or

The first equation simply determines the tension T.
The 2nd equation is the equation of motion of the pendulum.
We could also derive this result much faster (because this is really a pure rotation) using torques....

about pivot

The equation cannot be solved exactly as written .. it is a nonlinear equation.
However, if pendulum only has small oscillations ... it never swings very far from vertical or φ ≪ 1.
In this approximation we have sin φ ≈ φ and equation of motion becomes

This is the equation for simple harmonic motion (SHM) and thus the solution is
where

So period of pendulum is

Some simple solutions are same as with spring:
Initial conditions:
gives
Initial conditions:
gives

Physical Pendulum

Let us now consider the physical pendulum shown.
It can have any shape.
It is rotating about some axis a.

a

Its mass is m and distance from CM to axis of rotation a is

L.

Moment of inertia about axis of rotation is Ia and moment of inertia
about an axis through CM is I0 (these are parallel axes).
Motion is pure rotation about an axis

a.

Only torque is that due to gravity and thus we have
Making small angle approximation we have
with solutions

If we write
and using

by the parallel axis theorem, we then have

The Door Stop
The banging of a door against its stop can tear loose hinges due to torques about doorstop.
It is possible to minimize this effect as follows.
Consider door stop arrangement.

Forces on door during impact are as shown

Solve problem by considering angular momentum of door about hinges and linear momentum of CM.
We have (during impact)

Now, Linitial = Iω0, I = moment of inertia about the hinges.
Door comes to rest at end so that Lfinal = 0
Torque on door during collision is τ = −LFd , so we get
over the duration of collision.

CM motion obeys (during impact)

in y-direction

We also have Pfinal = 0.
So that(using angular momentum result above) we have

We can minimize this(actually make it = 0) by choosing

If door is uniform and of width w, then

check proper doors

This distance L = center of percussion.
When hitting a tennis ball (or a
baseball), it is important to hit it
at “sweet spot” or at center of
percussion to avoid a large
reaction on hand that would
cause a painful sting.
Part 3
Motion Involving Both Translation and Rotation
Key to solving these systems is that motion always breaks up into “translation of CM” + “rotation
about CM”.
We continue restricted discussion so that axis of rotation remains constant in direction (choose z-axis).
We now calculate angular momentum about z-axis and show that it can be written as two terms, angular
momentum due to rotation of body about its CM + angular momentum due to translational motion of
CM with respect to origin of an inertial coordinate system.
Again we treat body as a bunch of particles glued together.

We assume N particles with mass mj, position vectors r⃗j (wrt an inertial frame), j = 1, 2, 3, ......., N .
Angular momentum of body is
CM position is given by

Position vectors in CM frame are
Introducing CM coordinates we have

What a mess!!!
Consider 2nd and 3rd terms....

Thus, angular momentum becomes

1st term represents angular momentum due to translational motion of CM.
Last term is angular momentum due to motion about CM.
Only way for particles of rigid body to move wrt CM is for body to rotate as a whole.
Let us look at z-component only. We have

For rotation about x-axis 2nd term can be simplified.

Putting it all together we have

which is result we stated earlier.
Angular momentum breaks up into two parts - angular momentum
of CM and angular momentum wrt to CM.
They are often called orbital and spin angular motion in analogy
with figure below.
Spin angular momentum is independent of choice of
origin - in some sense it is intrinsic to body.
Orbital angular momentum is origin dependent and can
be made to disappear by an origin choice.

This result is valid even if CM is accelerating since we calculated everything wrt to an inertial frame.

Angular Momentum of a Rolling Wheel
A uniform wheel of mass m and radius b is rolling uniformly without slipping. See figure.

Why is this negative?
It is parallel to z-axis and into paper(minus sign).
Now we calculate angular momentum of CM wrt to origin

Therefore, total z-component of angular momentum (actually all of it in this case) is

Torque also naturally divides into two components.

Torque on body is

2nd term is torque due total external force acting at CM.
1st term is torque about CM due to various external forces.

where τ0 is z-component of torque about CM.

Now we obtained earlier that

which gives

Hence, using our earlier expression for τz we find that
This states that rotational motion about CM depends ONLY on torque about CM and is
independent of translational motion.
This is correct even if the axis is accelerating!!
This is a rather amazing and very powerful result.

Finally we look at the kinetic energy.
We get

1st term = kinetic energy of spin about CM and 2nd term = orbital kinetic energy of CM motion and we
have used P⃗ cm = 0.
Summary of Relations for Fixed Axis Rotation

Disk on Ice
Disk of mass m and radius b is pulled with constant force F by thin tape wound around its circumference.
Disk slides on ice without friction.
What is the motion?

METHOD 1:

left figure

About CM we have

METHOD 2:

right figure

We choose a coordinate system with origin along line of action of force).
Torque about origin is
as we expect.

This means that angular momentum about the origin is conserved.
Angular momentum about the origin is

Now

Drum Rolling down a Plane
A uniform drum of mass M and radius b rolls without slipping down an inclined plane as shown.

METHOD 1
Forces acting on drum are shown above.
Translation of CM is given b
Rotation about CM is given by
For rolling without slipping we have
Eliminating f we get

METHOD 2
Choose coordinate system with origin at
A (on plane) as shown
Torque about A is

since Rz = b and N= Wcosθ.
More details are shown below.

a = bα.

The angular momentum about A is

in the same way as earlier. Then we have

For rolling without slipping

as before.

An even more direct evaluation of the torque would have followed by choosing a different origin,
namely, the point of contact as shown below.

The only contribution comes from W (N and f pass through the new origin).
We then directly obtain the torque give above.

Work-Energy Theorem
We now generalize the work-energy theorem.
As with our earlier discussions, the translational motion of the CM gives

This result is independent of path!

Now we consider work associated with rotational kinetic energy.

Integrating we get

This integral obviously represents work done by an applied torque.
We generalize work-energy theorem to include rotational work term and rotational kinetic energy terms.
The new kinetic energy is then

Drum Rolling down a Plane - Energy Method
Again consider drum rolling down plane as shown.

Drum is released from rest, rolls without slipping, and descends a distance h. What is its speed v?
The translational energy equation gives

The rotational energy equation gives

where θ = rotation angle.

Since we have no slipping, we have

Substituting all back into equations we get

Note that the friction force does not cause a loss of energy here (it is not dissipative).
In fact, torque due to f actually increases rotational energy.
If slipping occurs this is no longer the case.
Two More Examples

Yo-Yo is placed upright on a table
and string is pulled with a
horizontal force F as shown.

The coefficient of friction between Yo-Yo and table is μ. What is maximum value of F such that Yo-Yo
will roll without slipping?

Fmax

3µM g

1 + 2b
R

Suppose string makes an angle θ with horizontal instead of being horizontal as shown.
For what value of θ does Yo-Yo have no tendency to
rotate - it only slides?

There is no tendency to rotate when torque = 0.

Hence,

Driver of truck, not realizing that pipe has not been lashed in
place, starts up truck with a constant acceleration of a = 0.5g.
As a result, pipe rolls backward (relative to truck bed)
without slipping and falls to ground.
Length of truck is 5 meters.

If no movement
which says that they stay together.

If movement

where
which corresponds to pure rolling

Note the directions.

The situation is such that it looks like a force = ma is acting on the cylinder.
Therefore we have
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Note that voff is in direction of truck motion and sense of ωoff is as shown in diagram!

Angular momentum with respect to contact point (on ground) is conserved (no torques about this point
since all forces pass through this point).
When cylinder is rolling we have
and therefore (be careful about directions)

where I = Icontact = Icm + mr2 = 2mr2 using the parallel-axis theorem.

Thus,
We then have

An alternative method.......
In this situation we have

We have pure rolling when
or

Therefore, we get rolling when

when pure rolling occurs.

as before.

More examples:

To measure the moment of inertia of wheel-shaft system, a
tape of negligible mass wrapped around shaft is pulled with
known force F.
When a length L of tape has unwound, system is rotating
with angular speed ω0.
Find moment of inertia of system, I0.
We have
and
Therefore

At t = t0, a length L has
been unwound.

Now, ω = ω0 at t = t0 so that
Therefore

Suspension is in form of a massless metal tape wound around
outside of each drum and free to unwind, as shown.
Gravity is directed downward.

Both drums are initially at rest.

Find initial acceleration of falling drum, assuming that it moves
straight downward.
Both drums turn through same angle and therefore have same
angular acceleration (torques about the centers are identical)
We then have
Lower drum:

Upper drum:
Solving, we get

A ball of mass m and speed v0 strikes its end as shown
Find final velocity of ball, vf , assuming that mechanical
energy is conserved and that vf is along original line of
motion.
Momentum and energy conservation:

About CM - angular momentum conservation

where

We find
which gives

Find vf assuming that the stick is pivoted at lower end
Momentum need not be conserved because forces act at pivot.
Energy is conserved.
Take angular momentum about pivot.
Therefore,
We then have

which gives

Part 4
Rigid Body Motion
It is clear that we will not need to change any of our analysis of fixed axis rotational motion if we
assume that the angular velocity is a vector along the axis of rotation with magnitude = the angular
velocity.
With this assumption we can clearly write
We have
as it should.
Example : Rotating Skew Rod
Angular Momentum

Midpoint of rod is attached to a vertical axis which rotates with
angular speed ω.
Rod is skewed at angle α.
What is angular momentum of system?

as shown

This has direction(s) shown.

The magnitude is

L⃗ is perpendicular to skew rod and in plane of rod and z-axis.
Tip of L⃗ vector turns with rod and describes a horizontal circle. Note that L⃗ and ω⃗ are not parallel.
This is generally true for nonsymmetric bodies.
Torque
Angular momentum above is constant in magnitude but changes in direction.
L⃗ is fixed wrt rod and rotates in space with rod.
Torque can be calculated using

We can do it in terms of components (see diagram below).

The component Lz is parallel to the z-axis and is = L cos α.
The horizontal component, Lh = L sin α swings with the rod.
We choose the x − y axes such that Lh coincides with the x-axis at t = 0.
Then at time t we have:

and
The torque is

It is constant.

So we get

Note that τ = 0 for α = 0 or α = π/2.
The Gyroscope
Now attempt to understand motion of a gyroscope using basic concepts of angular momentum, torque
and time derivative of a vector.
We concentrate on only one motion of gyroscope, namely, uniform precession.
A gyroscope consists of a spinning flywheel and a suspension mechanism that allows axis of rotation of
flywheel (its axle) to take on various orientations without constraint.
Schematically it looks like
Triangle is pivot.
Direction of spin rotation is as shown.
If gyroscope is released horizontally with one end
supported by pivot, it wobbles off horizontally and
then settles down to “uniform precession” ... where
axle slowly rotates about vertical with angular
velocity Ω as shown.

Question #1
Why doesn’t gyroscope just fall down vertically?
A possible answer....look at force diagram.
Total vertical force is N − W , where N = vertical force from pivot and W = weight.
If N = W, then CM cannot fall.
While this is correct, it is not a satisfactory explanation.
We have asked wrong question.
Instead we should ask why it doesn’t rotate(vertically) about pivot?
As a matter of fact, if it not spinning or spinning slowly, does this exactly...it just rotates in vertical
plane about pivot.
It only precesses if flywheel is spinning very rapidly.
In this case, large angular momentum of wheel somehow dominates the motion.
Nearly all of gyroscope’s angular momentum lies
in L⃗ s, spin angular momentum. L⃗ s is directed along
axle and has magnitude Ls = I0ω, where I0 is
moment of inertia of flywheel about axle.

When gyroscope precesses about z-axis, it has small orbital angular momentum in z-direction.
For uniform precession, this is constant in magnitude and direction and plays no dynamical role in
motion of gyroscope.
L⃗ s always points along axle.
As gyroscope precesses, L⃗ s rotates with it as in figure.
Torque about pivot point is given by

or τ⃗ is perpendicular to L⃗ s as shown below.

Therefore
is perpendicular to L⃗ s.

This says that
or Ls = magnitude of L⃗ z = constant.
This means that L⃗ s vector moves in a circle about z-axis as shown above.
Direction of rotation is counter-clockwise.

What is precessional angular velocity?
Assume that vector turns through an angle dφ during time interval dt as shown
then we have

or Ω = precessional angular velocity

This equation indicates that Ω increases as flywheel slows down (ωs decreases).
This does not continue forever.
Eventually, uniform precession gives way to violent and erratic motion.
This occurs when precessional angular momentum becomes comparable to spin angular momentum and
we can no longer neglect it.
Note general rule:
This derivation assumed that axle was horizontal.
It turns out that precessional angular velocity is independent of angle of axle.
We can see this as follows.

In this case

Dependence on angle of axle drops out!
Examples:

What is angle β?

Angular equation (wrt pivot point) is

For sin β ≈ β we have

The equations of motions are

Therefore,

but
This implies that

so that

Coin is accelerating.
We use CM as origin(required) for torque.
Equations are:

All directions are in diagram above.

Torque equation along a-b axis is
so that

Central Forces
Definition: A central force is defined by equation
CM + Relative One-Body Motion
Consider an isolated, interacting (via a central force) 2-particle system as shown:
where
The equations of motion are

These equations are coupled differential equations and are very difficult to solve.
We can, however, uncouple the motions.
The position of CM is given by:
From the equations of motion we have:

of CM

—> for CM motion

for relative motion

relative vector equation
where

or

Motion of the two-particle system breaks up into a
constant velocity translational motion of CM
plus a relative motion equation (an effective one-body problem)
with a reduced mass

.

If can solve two equations for R⃗ and r⃗ , then also have solution for motion of original masses via
~ + ~r1,CM
=R
~ + ~r2,CM
=R

General Properties
Before looking at some specific forcing functions f(r),
we derive some general properties valid for all central forces.

Since
angular momentum is conserved (= constant vector) for central force motion.
Means that direction of L⃗ is fixed and since r⃗ and v⃗ are perpendicular to L⃗ , motion must always be in
2 Dimensional Planar Motion !!!
same plane as it starts in (defined by initial values of r⃗ and v⃗).
We choose this plane to be the x−y plane and hence angular momentum is in z-direction.
In this case our equations of motion (plane-polar coordinates) become

or

or

This result could also have been obtained by using the θ component of Newton’s 2nd law:

This is a conservative force so total energy is also conserved.
Total energy is
where

and define

The formal solution of these equations is given by

for a pseudo-1-dimensional motion (radial)

or integrating

and

or integrating

These formal solutions for r(t) and θ(t) are almost always very difficult to carry out (depends on f(r)).
In general, however, we are not interested in the individual coordinates as functions of time, but instead
interested in equation of path of motion, which is given by function r(θ).
This function is the solution of the equations below
we have

we have
combine

If we define a new variable

eliminating t

we get the equations

solutions (see later) will be conic sections

At level we are studying these equations, we will assume from now on that

and our equations are, thus, just equations for a small mass m orbiting about a very large mass M(not
moving) which exerts a central force f(r) on it.
Can we qualitatively figure out the motion of the system?
Consider the equations

As we did with one-dimensional motion case, suppose we plot the effective potential, choose an E value
and define effective radial force by

then we can discuss the radial motion qualitatively.
Once we understand radial motion we can also determine angular motion using earlier equations.
Procedure:

What would this this look like for a repulsive inverse square potential?
As before, difference between energy value and effective potential energy curve
is the radial kinetic energy (> 0).

For a given energy, there are unphysical regions where radial kinetic energy would become < 0.
If slope of effective potential energy curve is > 0 effective radial force is towards r = 0 (attractive).
If slope of effective potential energy curve is < 0 effective radial force is towards r = ∞ (repulsive).
If slope of effective potential energy curve is = 0 effective radial force is = 0.
Class Discussion
Cases 1 : E > 0; always repulsive — r will
decrease to minimum called the turning
point(where energy = effective potential
energy)and then increase; discuss
simultaneous angular motion to show
unbounded motion → hyperbolic orbit.
What is the difference between the attractive
and repulsive case?
all unbounded
Case 2: E =0 limit of 1 and 3 → a parabola;
unbounded but not unbounded.
Cases 3 : E < 0; alternates between repulsive
and attractive; r oscillates between two turning
points where energy = effective potential energy
→ elliptical orbit.
Case 4: E = minimum; r = single value →
circular motion when angular motion added in.

all conic sections

All solutions for different energy values
come from same equation. Therefore
general solution must be a function
which includes all motions, bounded
and unbounded. This will turn out to be
the conic sections that I mentioned
above.

Planetary Motion
Let us now derive the exact motion for planets (case 3 above = bound orbits) in a gravitational field.
We have
where now

so that

Our qualitative discussion and experimental observations indicates that we should look for a solution
that is a conic section.
The general equation for conic sections
in plane-polar coordinates is
x2
y2
2
+
=
C
A2
B2

where

see exact below

Another way to see this is to replace

to get

—> conic section

We now check that a conic section represents a solution of the equation of motion:

Special cases:

or
—> a solution

Again we see that

Does the circle case make sense?

Consider regular circular motion from earlier:
Note that there is an inverse relationship between
velocity and radius when in circular orbit.

agreement —> all OK!

Elliptical Orbits
Properties of an Ellipse

we have

Note how the ellipse changes shape as functions of E and ` .
Satellite Orbits
A satellite of mass 2000 kg is in an elliptical orbit about the earth.
At perigee (point of closest approach) it has an altitude of 1100 km and at apogee(point of farthest
distance) its altitude is 4100 km.
What are the satellite’s energy and angular
momentum and how fast is it traveling at apogee
and perigee?
We have

Alternatively, by conservation of angular momentum

since the velocity and radius vectors are perpendicular at those points.

What maneuvers would actually be required to launch from surface of Earth and insert a satellite
into orbit?
Satellite Maneuver
Suppose that we are in a circular orbit around earth of radius ri and we want to transfer to different
circular orbit with radius rf
the programmer

What is the sequence of necessary steps?
This is call a Hohman transfer (illustrated below).
It is the least energy required transfer method.
This is the way we went to the moon in 1969.
Initial orbit properties

original computer code

A circle

my octave code

Transfer orbit properties

Final orbit properties

An ellipse

A circle

Initial orbit to transfer orbit properties
We must fire our rockets to change
or
So we have

Transfer orbit to final orbit
We must fire our rockets to change
or
or
So we have
So we have to slow down.
In order to rendezvous with an object in final orbit, we must launch at correct time from initial orbit.
The transfer orbit is one-half of an ellipse.
Therefore the transfer orbit time is one-half the elliptical orbit period (see Kepler’s laws later)

This means that object in final circular orbit must be behind object in initial circular orbit by an angle
given by

Discuss moon shot — figure below.

moon trip.m

Kepler’s laws
#1: All planets move in elliptical orbits with the sun at one focus. (PROVED already)
#2: The radius vector from the sun to a planet sweeps out equal areas in equal times.
This follows from angular momentum conservation.

#3: The period of revolution T of a planet about the sun is
related to the major axis 2a of the ellipse by

where k is the same constant for all the planets. #2 says that

Perturbed Circular Orbits
Suppose we have a satellite of mass m that is orbiting the earth in a circular orbit of radius r0 .
The orbit is given a slight perturbation by firing the rocket engine briefly in such a way that the energy
changes but not the angular momentum.
This can be done by firing the rocket (exerting a force) only in the radial direction.
This kind of perturbation does not change the effective potential curve (which depends on the angular
momentum).
So we simply move from the minimum to a higher energy level which corresponds to elliptical motion.
If the final energy is not much different than the initial (or circular orbit energy) energy than the value
of r never differs much from r0 .
We can treat this problem as an additional small motion in the radial direction.
We look at Ueff and expand it in a power series about r0.

Remember

Small Oscillations in a Bound System

dU (x)
dx

=0
x=x0

by the definition of an equilibrium point

we always can write near equilibrium

where

This means that near an equilibrium point, any potential energy function looks like the potential
energy function of a simple harmonic oscillator (spring) and hence for small displacements from
equilibrium any body will undergo SHM with frequency given by

Therefore, for small orbital deviations we will have a parabolic potential and provided that the effective
spring constant is positive we will have SHM about r0.

The minimum occurs when r = r0 or
as earlier for circular motion

The effective spring constant is given by

which gives an angular frequency of oscillations

The radial motion is therefore given by

Since r(0) = r0 we must have B = 0, so we have

We can now derive the orbit equation:

to the same level of approximation as the radial motion
Surprise result - frequency of radial perturbation oscillations is same as circular orbit frequency.
Thus we have
which is an ellipse as we predicted.

case we are considering

Orbit Equation: Force Law derived from Orbit Information

Change variable
Algebra gives

Then

Thus,
and

Then the radial equation of motion becomes

This final form of equation of motion is particularly useful if we wish to find force law that causes a
particular motion or orbit equation.
Examples:

So we get the inverse square field back again (as expected)!!!

Thus, an inverse cube force produces an exponential spiral!!!!!

a diﬀerent spiral

It takes that weird looking potential to produce this type of spiral orbit!!
Mission to Uranus
Grand Tours of the Outer Planets
Several direct spacecraft missions have been made to the two nearest planetary neighbors of Earth Venus and Mars using Hohman transfers.
A great difficulty in outer-planet exploration is the long time duration of direct flights.
Fortunately, flight times for outer-planet missions can be considerably shortened by means of
gravitational assists as the spacecraft swings by planets en route.
In late 1970s the outer planets lined up in a favorable configuration that permitted a single spacecraft to
make a Grand Tour of planets Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune.
The possibility of this four planet mission occurs only at 175 year intervals.

By utilizing the gravitational energy boost obtained from a Jupiter swing-by, the Grand Tour of these
four planets was made in 12 years.
In comparison, flight time for a direct mission to Neptune with equivalent launch energy would take 30
years.
The essential aspects of the gravity-assistance trajectory for the Grand Tour can be developed from the
planetary-orbit equations we have derived.
We note that a similar mechanism a planetary swing-by can act as a brake.
The Mercury Mariner voyage of 1974 used the planet Venus to reduce
its energy allowing a subsequent close approach to the planet Mercury.
The earth’s orbital velocity represents a substantial fraction of the minimum launch velocity needed to
send a spacecraft to the outer parts of our solar system.
Thus in sending a spacecraft to the outer planets, the launch should be made in the direction of the
earth’s orbital velocity about the sun to take advantage of it.
This velocity of the earth, in a nearly circular orbit of radius re and period τe about the sun, is

For a spacecraft of mass m at an initial distance re from the sun to completely escape the gravitational
pull of the sun, the minimum initial velocity necessary (orbit = parabola → E = 0) is determined by

From these two equations we find

This relation between the escape velocity at a distance r
in a circular orbit at radius r is always true; that is,

from a gravitational source and the velocity

By making the launch from the moving earth, the initial velocity required for escape from the
gravitational pull of the sun can be reduced to

The spacecraft must have additional initial velocity to escape from gravitational attraction of the earth.
Direct Uranus Mission
To send a direct mission to the planet Uranus with a minimum amount of propulsion energy, the
spacecraft should be launched in the direction of the earth’s orbital motion into an elliptical orbit about
the sun with perihelion at the earth’s orbit and aphelion(the point in the orbit of a planet, asteroid, or
comet at which it is furthest from the sun) at the orbit of Uranus, as shown in the figure below.

Hohman transfer

The launch must be made at the proper time in order that Uranus and the spacecraft arrive together at the
aphelion of the spacecraft’s orbit.
The minimum and maximum values of the distance r from the sun on this spacecraft orbit are

where AU stands for astronomical unit of length, namely, sun to earth distance of r = 1.5 × 108 km.
Parameters r0 and ε of our orbit equation can be determined from minimum and maximum values of r,

Thus the spacecraft orbit from Earth to Uranus is

The semi-major axis of the orbit is

The velocity of the spacecraft at any point on the orbit can be found by

The perigee velocity necessary for insertion of the spacecraft at r = re into the elliptical orbit to Uranus is
(using r = re)
s ✓
◆
1
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as before
vp = vesc,sun re
r
2a
The time after earth launch at which the spacecraft reaches Uranus is just the half period τ/2 of the
elliptical orbit.

We can use Kepler’s third law to calculate the time duration of this mission from the radius re and period
τe of the earth’s orbit about the sun.
Gravity Boost Mission to Uranus
For the same launch energy as needed for the elliptical Hohman orbit, the duration of flight to Uranus
can be cut from 16 years to about 5 years on a gravity-assistance orbit which swings by Jupiter, as we
will now demonstrate.
The spacecraft is initially launched from Earth into an elliptical orbit about the sun.
For our Grand Tour comparison the first portion of the gravity boost orbit is taken to be the same as the
direct mission to Uranus.
The launch time is chosen such that the spacecraft will make a close encounter with Jupiter, as illustrated
in the figure below.
As a result of the encounter the heliocentric velocity of the
spacecraft is changed.
In our discussion, we can neglect the slight change in the
direction of Jupiter’s velocity during the encounter, since the
time duration of the encounter is short compared with
Jupiter’s period of revolution around the sun.
Until the spacecraft reaches the immediate vicinity of
Jupiter, the spacecraft’s orbit is governed by the strong
gravitational field of the sun.

In the vicinity of Jupiter the sun’s gravitational force on the spacecraft changes slowly compared to
Jupiter’s gravitational force so the spacecraft’s orbit relative to Jupiter is approximately determined
by Jupiter’s gravitational field.
If we let mv⃗i and mv⃗f denote the spacecraft momenta in the heliocentric if (sun-centered) inertial
frame just before and just after the Jovian encounter, we can write

where V⃗ J is the velocity of Jupiter about the sun and u⃗i and u⃗f are the spacecraft velocities relative
to Jupiter (i.e., in the reference frame in which Jupiter is at rest).
The change in velocity during the encounter is then given by
and is the same in both frames, i.e.,
For an elastic collision in the CM (Jupiter fixed) frame
The change in squared heliocentric velocity measures the gravity boost in kinetic energy

By squaring the two above equations

and then subtracting we obtain

The magnitude of the heliocentric velocity increases (or decreases) depending on whether the projection
of ∆ u⃗ (or ∆ v⃗) on V⃗ J is positive (or negative).
It is easiest to appreciate the implications of this in the planet rest frame.
If the spacecraft crosses the planet’s orbit behind the planet, then
gravitational boost will result.

If, on the other hand, the spacecraft crosses the planet’s path in front,
effect will be to brake the spacecraft.

will be positive and a

will be negative and the

The two situations are illustrated in the figure below by the actual cases of the Voyager mission with a
gravitational boost from Jupiter, and the Mercury Mariner mission, which used Venus as a brake.

For a given v⃗i the maximum gravity boost is achieved with v⃗f parallel to V⃗ J , as can be seen from the
velocity diagram in the figure above.
Since v⃗f = u⃗f + V⃗ J , u⃗f is also parallel to V⃗ J and vf = uf +VJ (magnitudes).
From u⃗f = v⃗f + V⃗ J the value of u is

The magnitude of Jupiter’s nearly circular orbital velocity is
where τJ = 11.9 years is Jupiter’s period. The velocity vi of the spacecraft as it nears Jupiter is

with vp given by
vp = vesc,sun

s

re
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With re = 1AU, rJ = 5.2AU, the numerical values of the above quantities are

The spacecraft leaves the region of Jupiter’s influence with its exit velocity v⃗f parallel to Jupiter’s
velocity (if maneuver done perfectly).
The outgoing orbit of the space-craft around the sun is another conic section with a turning point at the
location of the encounter with Jupiter (that is, ṙ = 0 at r = rJ since v⃗f is parallel to the circular orbit of
Jupiter).
The type of new heliocentric conic section of the spacecraft orbit depends on the amount of velocity
boost in the encounter.
Since the escape velocity vesc,sun from the solar system at Jupiter’s orbit is

the new orbit of the spacecraft is related to the velocity vf as follows:

For the encounter considered above,

and the new orbit is hyperbolic, as illustrated in the earlier figure.

The preceding analysis shows how gravity assisted dynamics works.
It remains to be shown that the distance of closest approach to Jupiter exceeds its radius.
In fact rmin ≈ 1.85RJ for this slingshot orbit.
Once we have worked out the orbit parameters, the time of flight in any portion of the orbit can be
computed. In our example these times are

yielding a total trip time to Uranus of about 5 years compared with the 16 years required for a direct
mission.
Of course, these numbers are approximate, since the gravitational influence of Jupiter and the sun on the
spacecraft were treated independently.
Numerical methods can be used to make precise calculations of the orbit without such an approximation.
In the late 1970s two Grand Tour missions by NASA were launched, Voyagers 1 and 2 in 1979, which
have provided vast amounts of new information on Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune and their associated
moons and rings.
Voyager 1 left the earth September 5, 1977; visited Jupiter March 5, 1979; Saturn November 12, 1980;
then left the solar system. As of 08/11/2020 149.7 AU.
Voyager 2 left the earth August 20, 1977; visited Jupiter July 9, 1979; Saturn August 2,5 1981; Uranus
January 24, 1986; then Neptune on August 24, 1989, before leaving the solar system. As of 08/11/2020
123.9 AU.

Other spacecraft to use gravitational boosts from Jupiter were the Pioneer 10 and 11, launched in 1973
and 1974, which flew by Jupiter and Saturn.
The trajectories for these Grand Tour missions are illustrated in the figure below.

After the last planetary encounter, the spacecraft on these missions continued to travel away from the
sun, escaping the solar gravitational field and entering interstellar space.

slingshot.m

going away from Jupiter

approaching Jupiter

deflection by Jupiter

velocity change = 16% — a speedup here

Problem 1: A long-range rocket is fired from the surface of the Earth (radius R) with velocity
v⃗ = (vr , vθ)
See figure
Neglecting air friction and the rotation of the earth (but assuming the
exact gravitational field), obtain an equation to determine the
maximum height H achieved by the trajectory.

Solution:
Both the angular momentum and the energy of the rocket are conserved under the action of gravity, a
central force.
Considering the initial and final state when the rocket achieves maximum height, we have

where the primes refer to the final state at which the radial component of its velocity vanishes.
m and M are the masses of the rocket and the Earth, respectively.
Combining the above two equations we obtain
which gives the maximum height H.
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and hence

We then obtain the familiar(when you throw a ball) formula

Problem 2: A comet in an orbit about the Sun has a velocity of 10 km/sec at aphelion (the point in the
orbit of a planet, asteroid, or comet at which it is furthest from the sun) and 80 km/sec at perihelion(the
point in the orbit of a planet, asteroid, or comet at which it is closest from the sun). See figure .
If the earth’s velocity in a circular orbit is 30 km/sec and the radius of its
orbit is 1.5 × 108 km, find the aphelion distance Ra for the comet.

Solution:
Let v be the velocity of the Earth, R the radius of the Earth’s orbit, m and ms the masses of the earth
and the Sun, respectively.
Then
or
By the conservation of energy and of angular momentum of the comet, we have

where mc is the mass of the comet, and va and vp are the velocities of the comet at aphelion and at
perihelion, respectively.
The above equation then gives

Problem3: The orbit of a particle moving under the influence of a central force is rθ = constant.
Determine the potential energy function as a function of r
Solution:
Newton’s second law gives
in polar coordinates.
Second equation gives
or
or
by putting
Then as

The force equation (F) becomes
which is often known a Binet’s formula.

where C is a constant.
Binet’s formula then gives
The potential energy is by definition

taking r = ∞ as the zero potential level.

The Rings of Saturn and the Kirkwood Gaps
Ever since humans became aware of rings surrounding Saturn,
they have been fascinated by their complexity and beauty.
Much still not known about why and how orbiting particles
maintain the stable ring structure observed,
but we can model structure based upon underlying phenomena
i.e., central force motion and inverse square law perturbing force.

Structure of the Rings

Several major divisions are displayed in figure.
Cassini and the Encke Divisions are largest.
These divisions (and rings themselves) result
from interaction of ring material
with orbiting satellites (namely Mimas).
Occurrences of divisions are at average distances
where orbiting particles period
would be simple fraction of period
of one of the satellites.

High resolution images of the rings taken by Voyager 2

Why Investigate the Rings
We have studied chaos and mappings that produce chaotic behavior.
Now proceed to find map that can produce structure seen in Saturn’s rings(—> chaotic behavior).
Development of a simple mapping function will demonstrate
effectiveness of using mapping instead of trying
to derive an equation of motion which would be extremely complex and ugly.
The Map
Saturn’s rings have very complex yet well-defined structure.
Much like Jupiter perturbs solar system’s asteroid belt to form Kirkwood Gaps (later),
so does Mimas, moon of Saturn closest to rings,
cause line structure we see in rings of Saturn.
To be more precise, gravitational perturbations between ring material and satellites (namely Mimas)
can have effect of confining or disrupting ring material.
Balance between ring material and satellites is achieved via resonance(enhancement).
Consider object orbiting Saturn, i.e., a discrete piece of ring material,
which after n revolutions has an orbital radius of rn
and relative angle to Mimas of θn.

Using Kepler’s third law, derive new relative angle and radius one orbit later
(I included derivation later for completeness).
Kepler’s third law relates semi-major axes and period of orbit by the following relation:

How does this help us?
Well, if T1 is period of Mimas’s orbit and T2 period of ring material’s orbit
(and assign a1 to be σ, radius of Mimas’s orbit, and a2 to be rn
since dealing with circular orbits),
then can determine ratio of Mimas’s orbit and ring material’s orbit.

Can relate that ratio to change in θ after one orbit by recognizing
that total angle traversed by ring material and Mimas for one orbit is 2π,
so that phase difference of the two orbits is given by

We also know that ∆θ < 2π for any discrete piece of ring material,
since by Kepler’s law period of ring material will always be smaller than period of Mimas
because radius of ring material is defined to be smaller than radius of Mimas.
Resultant relative angle between Mimas and ring material
given by sum of original angle and phase difference after one orbit,

where θn is initial relative angle, and θn+1 is relative angle after one period.
Plugging in for ∆θ we have

Radial acceleration experienced by orbiting piece of ring material in discrete form is

If average over entire period, new radius rn+1 approximated as
rn+1

where

2rn + rn

1

f(rn,θn) is perturbing radial force.

Now, to get recurrence relation for rn+1, assume an inverse-square perturbing force,

with periodicity given by cos(θn).
Combining inverse square law and periodicity, get for perturbing force

where a is parameter set to 2 × 1012 km3.
Plugging perturbing force in our expression for new radius after one orbit, get final expression,
rn+1 = 2rn

rn

1

Implementation of the map
Mapping was implemented in OCTAVE programming language:

Typically, for n = 100000 particles,
plotting procedure would take a long time
if had to use map to find new position
and relative angle to Mimas after one orbit
for each particle separately.
Program speeds up process by
vectorizing the calculation (all points at once)
An example of a resultant plots is shown below:

Have added to plot,
rings which correspond
to divisions in ring structure
in order to emphasize
positions of divisions, or gaps.
These divisions occur
at average distance
where the particles’ period
would be a simple fraction
of Mimas’s period.
Thus, rings are plotted for
2/3, 1/2, 2/5, and 1/3
of Mimas’s orbit of Saturn.

Generally, calculation produces good model of Saturn’s rings, especially the gaps.

The Kirkwood Gaps
A Kirkwood gap is a gap or dip in distribution of semi-major axes
(or equivalently of the orbital periods)
of the orbits of main-belt asteroids (between Mars and Jupiter).
They correspond to locations of orbital resonances with Jupiter.
Jupiter is acting like Mimas, the moon of Saturn, and the Sun is acting like Saturn.
Most of Kirkwood gaps are depleted (asteroids have been ejected chaotically),
unlike the mean-motion resonances (MMR) of Neptune or Jupiter’s 3:2 resonance,
that retain objects captured during giant planet migration.
The loss of objects from Kirkwood gaps is due to overlapping of secular resonances
within the mean-motion resonances —> chaotic behavior.
The orbital elements of the asteroids vary chaotically as a result
and evolve onto planet-crossing orbits(disappear) within a few million years.
The 2:1 MMR has a few relatively stable islands within the resonance, however.
These islands are depleted due to slow diffusion onto less stable orbits.
This process, which has been linked to Jupiter and Saturn being near a 5:2 resonance,
may have been more rapid when Jupiter’s and Saturn’s orbits were closer together.
Some images are shown below:

